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Atlin’s Anguish is a brother’s dedicated 
exploration into what really happened 
the day his sister, bush pilot Theresa 
Bond, crashed her de Havilland 
Beaver into Dease Lake, killing all five 
passengers. She was the sole survivor 
and the victims were her friends and 
neighbours from Atlin, BC, where she 
remained and endured the emotional 
aftermath of the crash.

Our Friend Joe is the first-ever 
biography of the lifeguard who won the 
hearts of Vancouver’s citizens, teaching 
their children to swim in English Bay 
and saving the lives of many prominent 
citizens. He was voted “Citizen of 
the Century” in 1986. With 20 b&w 
photos.

Taking My Life
This autobiography of preeminent BC 
fiction writer, Jane Rule, follows the first 
twenty-one years of her life. In writing 
about her formative years, she is indeed 
“taking” the measure of her life. At turns 
deeply moving and witty, Taking My Life 
probes the larger philosophical questions 
that were to preoccupy her throughout 
her literary career.
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We acknowledge the financial support 
of the government of Canada through 
the Canada book Fund for this project.

brendan lillis ● Caitlin press ● $24.95 PA

lisa anne smith & barbara rogers ● ronsdale press ● $21.95 PA

Jane rule ● talon books ● $19.95 PA

Atlin’s Anguish
Bush Pilot Theresa Bond and the Crash of Taku Air Flight 2653

Our Friend Joe
The Joe Fortes Story



West Coast LorePeople & Place

Who Killed Janet Smith?

Who Killed Janet Smith? examines one 
of the most infamous and still unsolved 
murder cases in Canadian history: the 
1924 murder of twenty-two-year-old 
Scottish nursemaid Janet Smith. This 
tale of intrigue, racism, privilege and 
corruption in high places is a true-crime 
recreation that reads like a complex 
thriller.

Rarely seen archival photos as well 
as contemporary nature photography 
illustrate the interplay between the 
region’s wilderness and lively culture 
in this intimate look at Long Beach’s 
dramatic landscapes and colourful 
characters.

My Life with the Salmon

Diane Jacobson’s latest book is an 
important comment about First 
Nations efforts to save the salmon and 
her personal youthful journey to find 
meaning and a sense of place in life.   
My Life with the Salmon is full of 
action, amazing adventures and 
fascinating connections between land, 
water and people.

Nowhere Else on Earth
Standing Tall for the Great Bear Rainforest

Environmental activist Caitlyn Vernon 
guides young readers through a forest of 
information, sharing her personal stories, 
her knowledge and her concern for this 
beautiful place. Full of breathtaking 
photographs and suggestions for ways to 
preserve this unique ecosystem, Nowhere 
Else on Earth is a timely book.

Lost Nuke
The Last Flight of Bomber 075

Kale is one of the most nutrient-dense 
foods in existence and growing it is 
virtually fool-proof. Sharon Hanna’s 
straightforward tips make it a snap 
to grow luscious kale year round. 
Additionally, the book contains eighty 
mouth-watering recipes that will win over 
even the most stubborn kale skeptics.

Environmental savings by using 397 lbs of Mohawk’s Arbor Plus Gloss 80lb, 30% post-consumer waste, FSC certified: 1 tree saved, 3 lbs of water-borne waste not created, 
1609 litres of wastewater flow saved, 47 lbs of solid waste not generated, 93 lbs net greenhouse gases prevented, 708,645 BTUs of energy not consumed. 

One plane crash, 12 survivors, one missing 
nuclear bomb, countless secrets: more than 
60 years after a USAF bomber crashed in 
BC—hundreds of miles away from where 
the crew was rescued— questions still 
remain about what happened. Dirk Septer 
attempts to unravel the mystery of the US’s 
first-ever lost nuclear bomb.

adrienne mason ● greystone books ● $24.95 PA

sharon hanna ● harbour publishing ● $26.95 PA

ed starkins ● anvil press ● $24.00 PA

dirk septer ● heritage house ● $19.95 PA

diane Jacobson ● theytus books ● $18.95 PA

Caitlyn vernon ● orca book publishers ● $22.95 PA

Long Beach Wild
A Celebration of People and Place on Canada’s Rugged Western Shore

The Book of Kale
The Easy-to-Grow Superfood


